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Chapter 1

Introduction

Throughout the past thirty years mapping has been one of the most active areas of
research in cognitive robotics. Shifts in mapping paradigm can be held responsible for
bringing about major changes to the control and architecture of robotic systems. For
example, early AI-based systems largely ignored the mapping problem and assumed
the existence of perfect world models. Later, behaviour-based systems condemned the
creation of models as unrealistic and did not utilize mapping. As the accent in map-
ping shifted from deterministic methods to probability-based ones, the overall system
architectures had to change as well. Through this co-evolution in control and mapping
strategies state-of-the-art robotic systems nowadays came to employ hybrid control and
mostly probabilistic mapping.

Perhaps the greatest breakthrough in robotic mapping was the definition and solving
of the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping(SLAM) problem. SLAM is manifested
in the scenario of a a mobile robot exploring and mapping an unknown environment.
It is a classical ”chicken and egg” problem in robotics - if the robot has a map of the
environment, localizing in it is relatively easy, and inversely if the location of the robot
is known at any point in time, building a map is not difficult. Thus, most approaches to
solving the SLAM problem try to estimate the map and the robot location concurrently,
hence comes the name Simultaneous Localization and Mapping.

In the past ten years many approaches to solving SLAM have been proposed, some of
them yielding very promising results. However a field of mapping that still remains to be
explored is that of building semantic representations of the environment. Context-aware
maps are one of the next steps towards truly intelligent autonomous systems and thus are
increasingly becoming a focal point of research in the robotics community. This is not
without a reason - semantic information can be very useful in most active research areas,
ranging from human-robot interaction, through service robotics, exploration, navigation,
and even object recognition. Context-aware maps can be very useful to both autonomous
and human operated systems. For example, machine-readable semantic information
about the environment can be used to switch between mapping algorithms when a
robot moves between an indoor and outdoor environments, thus facilitating for better
SLAM performance. On the other hand, human-readable annotated maps can help
robot operators to gain a better understanding of the environment the robot is exploring.
These and many other possible advantages convince that building semantic maps is one
of the most important next steps for robotic systems.

Recently a few research groups have independently proposed to increase the use
of contextual information in robotic systems [Nuchter et al., 2003] [Skubic et al., 2004]
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

[Dahlkamp et al., 2006] [Calisi et al., 2007] [Wolf, 2006] [Mozos et al., 2007]. This work
begins by exploring current state of the art and historically significant mapping paradigms
with a focus on the currently employed and possible future uses of semantic information.
Next, Section 3 presents a novel system framework to solving the SLAM problem, while
incorporating contextual knowledge of the environment. The section also presents the
design goals for our system, describes in depth the algorithms used and stresses the
main contributions of this work - namely a modular framework for developing SLAM
algorithms and a robust online semantic classification module. Section 4 describes the
experimental methods and metrics used to test the proposed algorithms, while Section 5
presents and analyzes the results obtained. Finally, this thesis concludes by summarizing
the findings and providing directions for future work.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

It is difficult to create a systematic, comprehensive overview of all the mapping al-
gorithms produced in the past thirty years. This is mainly due to two reasons - the
abundance of research in the field and the many classification strategies that can be
used. Therefore, this section will be split in sub-sections, each of which will present
advances in a specific field, relevant to the topic of semantic and probabilistic mapping.
For a general introduction to robotic mapping and a historical overview, please refer
to [Thrun, 2002b]. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, some
of the most successful approaches to solving the classical SLAM problem are presented
- topological in section 2.1 and metric in section 2.2. Those are relevant to the topic
of semantic mapping, as they provide different variations of SLAM algorithms that can
produce a classical, unlabeled map. Next, hybrid algorithms that try to improve map
quality by merging topological and metric approaches are considered in section 2.3.
Section 2.4 discusses mapping in three dimensional environments, using diverse sensor
configurations for 3D data acquisition. Those algorithms extend the previous work and
have been shown to produce consistent three dimensional world models. This can be
quite important when trying to generate context-aware maps, as human environments
and the semantic entities that inhabit them are typically three dimensional. Section 2.5
presents some techniques for constructing semantic maps, abstracted from the SLAM
problem and typically employed in AI-based systems. Finally, Section 2.6 presents the
state of the art in probability-based semantic mapping.

2.1 Topological Approaches

Topological and topology-based maps usually represent the environment as a graph,
where nodes may denote distinctive places [Kuipers and Byun, 1988], regions
[Thrun and Bücken, 1996b], or topological entities like rooms [Fabrizi and Saffiotti, 2000].
In an early work in the field Kuipers et al. [Kuipers and Byun, 1988] describe an algo-
rithm to extract distinctive places - easily identifiable regions in the map, based on sensor
readings. Those places then serve as nodes for the topological map, with paths between
nodes serving as edges. In later related work Thrun [Thrun and Bücken, 1996b] uses par-
titions of a probabilistic map to represent nodes and passages between them to represent
edges. Maps with similar underlying structure have been successfully used to solve the
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping(SLAM) Problem [Choset and Nagatani, 2001].
In more recent work Saffotti et. al. present a use of image processing techniques to
extract topology-based maps from grid maps [Fabrizi and Saffiotti, 2000] and an on-
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10 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

line version [Buschka and Saffiotti, 2002] that builds the map incrementally. In their
approach, nodes represent open spaces(rooms, corridors), while edges just give naviga-
bility information.

2.2 Probabilistic and Metric Approaches

Most of the state-of-the-art mapping algorithms today use some form of metric repre-
sentation for internal map parametrization and for merging of sensor data to produce a
coherent environment map (map rendering). Virtually all of the successful approaches
that solve the SLAM problem are based on probabilistic techniques. The main rea-
son for that is the fact that both robot sensors and actuators are prone to noise and
therefore can be modeled using posteriors. Thus, in probabilistic terms, the simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem can be defined as the calculation the
probability

p(st,m|zt, ut) (2.1)

where st is the current state of the robot (position and orientation, depending on the
dimensionality of the robot space C), m is a parametric representation of the map of
the environment, zt = {z0...zt} is the set of sensor readings in the time interval t and
ut = {u0...ut} the set of actuator commands. This problem is solved by employing a
Bayes filter [Thrun, 2002b]:

p(st,m|zt, ut) = p(zt|st,m)∫
p(st|ut, st−1)p(st−1,m|zt−1, ut−1)dst−1 (2.2)

Unfortunately, there is no closed form solution for this problem in discrete space, so
various approximation techniques are used. Among the most popular are Extended
Kalman Filters (EKFs), Expectation Maximization (EM) and Rao-Blackwellised Par-
ticle filters(RBPF). Here we give a brief overview on the first two and then focus on
RBPFs as they produce some of the best results.

Kalman filters [Kalman, 1960] are a statistical method for estimating the Bayes filter
posterior through a Gaussian representation. In the case of mapping, not all functions
can be represented by gaussians and therefore Taylor expansions and thus Extended
Kalman Filters are often employed. The basic idea of this approach is to parametrize
the map as a set of landmarks Θ and use an EKF to jointly approximate the position
of the landmarks and the state of the robot. In two-dimensional worlds each landmark
θi is represented as θi = {θix, θiy} and the robot state is xt = {xtx, xty, xtω}, thus the
covariance matrix for N landmarks is of rank 2N + 3. Ideally, this solves the robot
localization problem and rendering a map should then be trivial. Most approaches use
a metric, probability-based representation like Occupancy Grids [Elfes, 1989], but that
is in no way a requirement. One of the major issues with this approach is the data
association problem, which constitutes in pairing up each of the sensor readings in zt to
the landmarks in Θ that generated them. Multiple heuristics exist in order to solve this
problem in real-world systems (Nearest Neighborhood, Maximum Likelihood), but if a
wrong association is made, the filter is likely to diverge. Another known shortcoming
of EKF-based approaches is that the filter complexity increases with the square of the
number of landmarks in the environment. Thus, as the map produced grows, the runtime
of EKF-based SLAM approaches can increase substantially.
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Expectation Maximization(EM) is a machine learning algorithm with various ap-
plications. In the field of mapping, the two steps of the EM approach are generally
described as: 1) Expectation: generate all possible maps from set of readings and 2)
Maximization: perform hill-climbing to obtain the most likely map. The main disad-
vantages of this approach are its inability to build maps incrementally and susceptibility
to local maxima problems.

In recent years particle filters have become increasingly popular in solving a mul-
titude of problems in robotics [Thrun, 2002a]. After Thrun applied particle filters to
perform Monte Carlo localization on a pre-built map [Thrun et al., 2001] in 2001, the
work of Montemerlo et. al. [Montemerlo, 2002] [Montemerlo et al., 2003] extended the
approach to solve SLAM. In the rest of this section we summarize the resulting al-
gorithm FastSLAM 2.0, as described in [Montemerlo, 2002] and discuss some of the
recent improvements of this technique [Stachniss et al., 2005], [Sim and Little, 2006],
[Grisetti et al., 2007c].

FastSLAM makes use of an important observation about the SLAM problem space
- namely that if the path of the robot st = {s0..st} is known, then the probabilistic
locations of the landmarks in Θ are conditionally independent. Thus, FastSLAM tries to
solve a problem that initially looks harder then the classical SLAM problem - estimating
the posterior

p(st,Θ|zt, ut) (2.3)

However, after applying Bayes rule and some reorganization, the FastSLAM posterior is

p(st,Θ|zt, ut) = p(st|zt, ut)
N∏

n=1

p(θn|st, zt, ut) (2.4)

The main implication of this result is that the path posterior and the landmark positions
can be estimated separately. An efficient way to perform this calculation is to use a Rao-
Blackwellised Particle Filter, which combines sampling for pose estimation with explicit
calculation of landmark locations. Each particle in the filter contains the robot path st

and the means and covariances for each landmark. Thus, a particle employs N single-
dimensional EKFs for the tracking of N landmarks. The high-level algorithm given in
[Montemerlo, 2002] is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The FastSLAM high-level loop
1: sample new robot pose st given ut(and zt)
2: update the EKFs for each observed landmark in each particle
3: calculate importance weights for each particle
4: draw new particles using importance weights

The first step predicts a set of new positions and presents the major difference be-
tween FastSLAM 1.0 and 2.0. While the earlier version utilizes the motion model(and
ut), the improved version also takes into account the sensor model(and zt). Samples are
then obtained from the probability distribution of the state. Next, for each of the parti-
cles, and each observed landmark, an iteration of the corresponding EKF is computed.
The next step is to use the proposal distribution to draw importance-weighted samples
from the target distribution, obtained after step two. This is a standard process that
samples the proposal and gives particles weights proportional to the ratio of the target
to the proposal. In the last step, the particles are drawn from the target distribution
with a probability, proportional to the importance weights from the previous step.
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This approach has been successfully used to map large environments with loops(not
nested though) and is proved to converge as the number of particles tends to infinity.
Both of the serious problems exhibited by EKF approaches are solved - with a tree-based
data structure to keep landmarks FastSLAM has a complexity of O(MlogN), where M
is the number of particles. The data association problem is also addressed, as when a
wrong choice in association is made, the problematic particle will receive a low weight
and not be selected for re-sampling. Still, some open questions are not covered by the
original approach and were addressed in recent research.

One of the inherent problems of RBPF approaches is that a single particle might
dominate the filter, which may lead to loosing the possible trajectories from the previ-
ous time step. This problem is particularly apparent after loop closing - i.e when the
robot returns to a previously visited location and re-observes a feature, thus obtaining
a measure of the accumulated estimation error. When such a loop closing event occurs,
the accumulated position error can be distributed along the path loop, which usually
leads to a single particle being much better then the rest and dominating the filter. In
[Stachniss et al., 2005] Stachniss et.al. present an approach to dealing with the ”particle
diversity” problem. The main idea is to keep track of landmarks and prevent particle
depletion when a landmark is re-observed. This way the RBPF is able to reliably track
multiple hypothesis and thus close nested loops.

In a follow-up of [Stachniss et al., 2005] Grisetti et.al. present an efficient implemen-
tation of RBPFs [Grisetti et al., 2007c]. Their main contributions are a change to the
proposal distribution model and a memory efficient way to share landmarks and maps
between particles. Different modes of operation are employed to generate the proposal
distributions in specific ways. This increases the efficiency of the initial estimates and
provides for a more stable set of particles.

2.3 Integrating Topological and Metric

Both of the two major approaches to mapping in robotics have some disadvantages
- for example metric maps do not scale well to big environments, while topological
ones cannot provide useful navigation information. Thus, a combination of the two
approaches could mitigate those issues by fusing their advantages. One of the early
works in this field by Thrun et al. [Thrun and Bucken, 1996a] uses a purely metric
method and extracts the topological map in a post-processing step. Another approach
by Thrun [Thrun et al., 1998] presents metric and topological maps as instances of the
same EM problem and develops a ”first topological, then metric” approach. Thus,
a topological map is used as the basis for an EM SLAM algorithm and the metric
map is just a rendering of the topological. More recently other research groups have
also developed similar hybrid SLAM models - Siegwart et al. [Tomatis et al., 2003]
[Martinelli et al., 2003] use local metric and global topological maps to perform EKF-
based SLAM while Ranganathan & Dellaert [Ranganathan and Dellaert, 2006] develop
a framework for RBPF SLAM using topological maps on landmark sets.

In other recent work, Pfingsthorn et al. [Pfingsthorn et al., 2007] present Manifold-
SLAM - another hybrid strategy to solving the SLAM problem, using a graph structure.
They store sensor information in nodes, while maintaining pose differences and uncer-
tainty information on the edges. This is probably the most relevant work in the context
of the SLAM part of our research, as we have implemented a system that is very similar
to the one described in [Pfingsthorn et al., 2007]. The most relevant feature that we
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have also adapted is the use of the PoseGraph data structure to facilitate robot localiza-
tion. A PoseGraph is a simple, undirected graph structure that stores the robot state
(pose) as vertexes. When the robot moves, a new path point is added as a vertex with
a percieved new pose and sensory information. This vertex is then connected to the
closest/previous vertex in the graph and an uncertainty measure is associated with the
newly inserted edge. Pfingsthorn et al do not however address with the filtering step
of Manifold SLAM - that is when a feature is reobserved and Loop closing occurs. We
have borrowed the data structure and general SLAM idea from this work and modified
it to fit in our framework.

2.4 Mapping 3-Dimensional environments

In this section we consider approaches to localizing a robot with six degrees of free-
dom(DOF), based on three-dimensional range or camera data.

In theory, most of the approaches that work in two dimensions (except EKFs whose
computational requirements grow with the square of the dimensions) should be extensi-
ble to three dimensions. Nonetheless, reliable extraction of features from 3D point clouds
and scan registration are still open research questions and need to be solved in order
to extend most SLAM algorithms. Therefore, early approaches to 3D map generation
[Thrun et al., 2000] [Ferguson et al., 2003] on planar surfaces simply used localisation
in two dimensions (three DOF) and integrated the non-planar data for each location.

More recent work has utilized primarily advances in scan-registration to perform
full 6DOF SLAM [Nüchter et al., 2005a] [Nüchter et al., 2005b] [Grisetti et al., 2007a].
Nüchter et al. present an algorithm based on scan matching and loop closing to solve the
6DOF SLAM problem. In [Nüchter et al., 2005b] they present a technique for register-
ing scans based on the Iterative Closest Point(ICP) [Besl and McKay, 1992] algorithm,
exploiting some semantic information - namely the classification of points as floor, ceil-
ing and object points. In [Nüchter et al., 2005a] the same general algorithm is used,
but with a different scan registration technique based on a heuristic version of ICP. In
a more recent work, Grisetti et al. [Grisetti et al., 2007a] use a similar approach, but
investigate in detail loop closing. Their approach is able to distribute odometry accu-
mulated error in a globally consistent manner upon loop closing and thus leads to an
improved performance. A different way to perform 6DOF SLAM is to use vision-based
approaches. Some of the algorithms that should belong to this section only differ from
the standard ones by the method of obtaining the landmarks to be tracked - namely
vision. Thus, we only give as an example one such approach published by Sim & Little
[Sim and Little, 2006]. Their approach is to use features extracted from a stereo-vision
system to perform RBPF SLAM. As most modern stereo cameras implement feature
extraction, including range information, these approaches do not differ significantly from
standard SLAM approaches.

An interesting active field of research in vision based SLAM concentrates on systems
that only have a single camera and thus perform bearing only SLAM. There are a
few additional challenges when using a monocular system. Firstly, a consistent set
of features must be extracted and tracked. This problem has been addressed by a
widely used Image processing algorithm - the Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT)
[Lowe, 1999]. A second big challenge is the fact that no range information is available
for features - only orientation and whatever odometry data is available can be used
to estimate the positions. Thus most approaches follow a framework similar to the
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one defined in [Jensfelt et al., 2006]. The most important step in this framework is the
tracking module that processes the images, finds suitable features and uses odometry
to predict their new positions, which are in turn matched to the newly acquired image
at the next step. In a recent related work Taylor et al. [Taylor et al., 2007] point out
some drawbacks of bearing only approaches that can degrade the performance of the
traditional SLAM algorithms used to track the extracted features. The main concerns
are the narrow field of view, limited resolution and range of typical low-end digital
cameras that are sometimes employed in such systems. The authors propose a solution
that utilizes contextual information about indoor environments to significantly improves
performance.

2.5 AI/Semantic Approaches

In this section we explore a field that is rather orthogonal to the one presented in the
previous sections as it borrows a lot of techniques from Artificial Intelligence. Some
promising recent results in the field have come from a joint effort of researchers at
Örebro University and the University of Malaga [Galindo et al., 2005] [Galindo, 2007].
In [Galindo et al., 2005] Galindo et al. present an approach to Semantic Mapping that
uses a hybrid structure to represent in a robust manner the environment of the robot.
The main building block in this architecture is the Multi-AH Graph which is a collection
of Abstract Hierarchical(AH) graphs. An AH Graph is a structure that consists of
Abstraction levels - simple acyclic graphs. Nodes on different abstraction levels are
linked through abstraction/refinement links that govern how a node can be transferred
to a different level. An example of a single AH graph is shown in figure 2.1, depicting
three levels of abstraction - ground level (where objects are defined in terms of surfaces),
level one (single objects) and a universal level (with a single entity - room).

Figure 2.1: An example of an Abstract Hierarchical Graph[Cipriano et. al]. Different
levels of abstraction are shown in different color

Advantages to such a map representation are plentiful - for example, path planning
can be performed by starting on an abstraction level where the goal and destination are
abstracted to the same node and refining down to ground level. In this manner infor-
mation irrelevant to the search will not even be considered. Multi AH Graphs are an
extension to the AH model, where nodes on Level i can be abstracted to two independent
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levels j and j′. Thus, in the same map representation, several different hierarchies can
co-exist, while sharing some of the nodes. In this manner, different optimisations can
be used on the different representations - for example keep a machine-friendly hierarchy
for motion planning and a human-friendly one to utilize human-robot interaction. In
[Galindo et al., 2005] a system utilizing this model is presented. Path planning is per-
formed using Multi-hierarchical Graph Search [Fernandez-Madrigal and Gonzalez, 2002]
and particular attention is paid to the symbol grounding(or anchoring) problem [Coradeschi and Saffiotti, 2003].
In [Galindo, 2007] the same framework is formally derived and a complete robot system
is developed on top of it. Several different hierarchies are implemented, amongst which
a mapping and localisation hierarchy that grounds different occupancy maps to nodes in
the graph. Thus, a representation similar to a multi-level topological map is obtained.

2.6 Probability-based semantic mapping

In the past two years increasingly many research groups have tried to integrate con-
textual knowledge in robot-generated maps. Most of these focus on attaching labels
to grid-based maps, produced by standard two-dimensional SLAM algorithms. In
[Limketkai et al., 2005] Limketkai et al. present an innovative framework for map-
ping - Relational Object Maps(RO-Maps). They train a classifier based on Relational
Markov Networks to recognize objects, such as doors and walls from laser scanners and
merge them on a grid map. In a series of papers Wolf et al [Wolf and Sukhatme, 2008]
[Wolf, 2006] also use techniques from machine learning to train classifiers for detection
of drivable surfaces from an inclined laser range finder(LRF). They also extend their
method to perform activity-based semantic mapping - i.e. the classification of areas
on a map based on what dynamic entities are traversing the area. In this particular
application, a classifier has been trained to segment a scene into two areas - sidewalk
and road, based on the presence of cars/pedestrians. In an influential series of papers
[Mozos et al., 2005] [Mozos et al., 2007] Mozos et al. present a classifier that segments
grid maps into three regions - rooms, doors and corridors. Their approach is to generate
laser range finder scans from a training environment and label them as belonging to one
of the three categories. The so labeled positive examples are then used to train a series of
binary decision classifiers, which are later combined using AdaBoost to produce a single
classifier. Thus, their algorithm can be used to classify LRF scans in an online manner,
or even entire maps in an offline, sampling-based manner. The resulting partitions are
then used to create a topological map, with sensory information from each region associ-
ated to a node. The so learned classifiers can be directly transferred to unknown indoor
environments. In [Vasudevan et al., 2007] Vasudevan et al. also use machine learning
techniques to classify places, but present an extension that uses 3D stereo-vision based
SLAM for localization and image features for object recognition. The basis of their ap-
proach is again to classify sensory information as belonging to a ”place” - such as a door,
room, corridor and so on. As the robot moves, the new sensor data is classified as be-
longing to the same place, or not. In the first case, the data is used to improve the place
classification algorithm, while in the second case, a new place is added and connected
in a topological map. A major difference to the previous approaches is that a purely
topological representation is used, which leads to a limitation due to no implementation
of a loop closing strategy. In [Persson et al., 2007], Persson et al present yet another
semantic-based mapping approach, applied to an outdoor environment. The approach
is also based on a statistical classifier(AdaBoost) that is trained to differentiate between
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Figure 2.2: A training set(left) and a classified map(right) by Mozos et al. Each point
on the right map has been used to generate an LRF scan from that location and fed to
the classification algorithm

features generated from one of two types of objects - nature and buildings. The features
are extracted from both range and omni-directional image data, fused and used as input
to a virtual sensor. Probabilistic metric-based techniques are then used to generate a
two dimensional Occupancy Grid map with labels, based on the readings of the virtual
sensor.

Semantic Mapping is a very recent field of research in mobile robotics, yet some
progress has already been made. However as Calisi et al. note in their work [Calisi et al., 2007],
there are still a lot of areas to be explored. For example, none of the current tech-
niques can use the contextual knowledge acquired to improve the mapping algorithm
online, as in fact most semantic classification is perrformed as a post-processing step. As
[Calisi et al., 2007] point out, semantic knowledge can be used to aid not only mapping,
but almost all areas of mobile robotics and thus, a common strategy for integrating
contextual awareness to present day state of the art systems is yet to be proposed.



Chapter 3

System Design and
Implementation

This section proposes a new mapping system that aims to incorporate and utilize se-
mantic information about the robot environment.

3.1 System Requirements Definition

The first task in developing a new system is to clearly define its environment of operation,
application domain and expected features. The research presented in this report is
focused on a mobile robot exploring an unknown indoor environment. Thus, we assume a
certain degree of structure in the environment, namely the existence of walls, rooms with
human made objects and doors connecting those enclosed rooms. On the other hand,
no specific prior knowledge of the world should be necessary for successful operation of
the system. Our system should have the capability to create a map of this environment,
augment it with semantic information and deliver it to a third party in both machine and
human readable form. The desired domains of application range from Safety Security
and Rescue Robotics (SSRR) to Service Robotics and machine-augmented reality, thus
we also require scalability, robustness and realtime performance from our algorithms.

3.2 The ModSLAM Framework

Having defined what our system should be capable of doing, we proceed to describe
the design of an adequate SLAM framework. This work was done in cooperation with
another masters project and was planned to allow for a wide variety of particular frame-
work implementations. Usually, one of the most important decisions while planning
a SLAM system is the choice of the base ”family” of the algorithm - namely an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter, Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filter or a GraphSLAM approach.
Our framework was designed in a way that is flexible and modular enough to allow for
the implementation of instances of any of these three algorithm families.

Figure 3.1 shows an abridged UML Diagram of the most important classes of our
design. Four of these classes are purely virtual and form the basis of all the SLAM
modules. The first abstract class SensorInterface is the basis of any real or virtual
sensors available to the system. It provides a method to update the sensor reading and
a method to extract the most recent observations. The sensor classes implemented for
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture UML Diagram. Only the abstract base classes and the
main class are shown

this project include both real sensors like the Laser Range Finder and virtual sensors
like the Scan Matcher Sensor, which all provide streamlined data access.

The next important base class is the ParticleInterface which provides a basis for
all filtering operations. This class estimates the new robot position and keeps track of
the robot path. As this class has access to all sensor data, any of a number of filtering
implementations are possible, as long as they provide an estimate of their accuracy
or importance. The class name might be a little misleading, as traditionally EKFs
and GraphSLAM do not require particles. However, both of these approaches can be
implemented assuming the existence of a single particle and therefore can be integrated
in the framework, while allowing any RBPF implementation to use multiple particles.

The ProposalDistribution base class serves as a motion model pose sampling class
for the ModSLAM framework. Again, this sampling can be probabilistic for RBPF
approaches, or deterministic for the others. The Proposal distribution is responsible for
coming up with a guess of the robot position and providing that guess to the filtering
class. It has pointers to all pseudo-odometry sensor classes and fuses the data they
provide in a single position guess. Thus, this class can combine an Odometry and a
Scan Matching gaussian estimates to a single mode sensor-fused position estimate.

The last abstract base class is the MapBuilder, which as the name suggests is re-
sponsible for rendering the sensor information on a map. As our design aims to be as
scalable as possible, we did not want to limit it to a single map representation, but
leave it to the user to decide what data structure best suits his needs. The map ren-
dered by the MapBuilder has nothing to do with the internal map representation used
by the Particle classes to perform the SLAM localization steps. This class serves as a
visualization tool and can provide for an interface to higher-level robot algorithms, like
motion planning, exploration or navigation. The grouping of map generation classes
under a common base class also removes the need to change the base Evolver loop while
switching between map representations, or even data dimensions, thus further enforcing
the modular design paradigm.

The heart of the ModSLAM framework is the Evolver class. It has pointers to all
the sensors available to the system and is responsible for extracting the data on each
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time step. The Evolver class also implements the basic logic behind an RBPF, EKF or
GraphSLAM algorithm and also provides the map muilder instance with all the data
needed to produce a map. The Evolver main loop is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The ModSLAM high-level loop
1: update all sensors
2: for all particles do
3: call Proposal Distribution on particle and sensor data
4: end for
5: draw new particles using importance weights
6: call incrementStep on MapBuilder
7: if best particle changed then
8: call updateStep on MapBuilder with new particle path
9: end if

3.3 ModSLAM Framework Implementation

For the needs of this project, a particular instance of the ModSLAM framework, based on
ManifoldSLAM [Pfingsthorn et al., 2007] was implemented. The modules derived from
each of the abstract base classes are described in the subsequent sections.

3.3.1 Sensors

Apart from implementing modules for an Inertial Navigation Sensor (INS), an Odometry
sensor and a Laser Range Finder(LRF), a Scan Matching virtual sensor was developed.
Scan Matching is the process of taking two consecutive sensor readings and producing
an estimate of the transformation that would map the old sensor reading onto the new
one. The virtual sensor implemented utilizes the data obtained from all three of the real
sensors and a scan matching algorithm to produce a virtual position sensor. Thus, the
output is identical to that of an odometry sensor, namely an estimated robot position
and orientation, but also contains a covariance matrix that represents the uncertainty
of the position estimate. The scan matching algorithm used is an implementation of the
Weighted Scan Matcher, introduced by Pfister et al[Pfister et al., 2002].

3.3.2 Proposal Distribution

Two types of Proposal distributions were implemented - one deterministic and one prob-
abilistic. The first one fuses the estimated positions from all position-based sensors and
always samples the maximum likelihood position, while the second one computes posi-
tions around the mean, using the covariance matrix estimate. While the deterministic
version is more useful for a GraphSLAM-based approach like ours, it is also interesting
to investigate the performance of the probabilistic version, as it can provide a basis for
a hybrid RBPF/Graph SLAM.

3.3.3 Particles

Two kinds of filtering classes( or particles, sticking to our naming convention) were
implemented for this project - a simple scan-matching particle and a more involved
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particle with explicit loop closing and relaxation. The simple particle does not really
implement any kind of filtering, but rather relies on the scan matcher position estimate.
This particle takes the local translation and rotation transformation produced by the
scan matcher and combines them with the previous pose estimate to produce a new path
point. This is done by using the homogeneous transformation matrix H that encodes
the robot rotation and translation in a local coordinate system, oriented with the last
known path point. Assuming a robot moving in a planar environment, parametrized by
position (x, y) and orientation θ, the transformation matrix is

H =


cos(θt) −sin(θt) 0 xt

sin(θt) cos(θt) 0 yt

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


where xt and yt are the offsets from the previious position, and θt is the difference in
orientation. To obtain the new global robot state (x, y, θ, 1), the last known state is
multiplied with the homogeneous transformation matrix. While this technique does not
qualify as a real SLAM, it can be useful for the evaluation of the scan-matcher precision
and as a comparison metric.

The second kind of particle implemented relies on explicit loop closure and graph
optimization to reduce the estimation error. This particle implementation builds on top
of the simple scan-match based particle, as it uses the same technique to estimate the
new robot pose from the transformation matrix. The next step is to insert the new pose
in a graph structure, similar to the PoseGraph [Pfingsthorn et al., 2007]. The current
robot state (position and orientation) is stored at the vertexes, while the error covariance
matrix obtained from scan matching is stored at the edges of the graph. The next step
is to use this map with an error minimization routine. The optimization algorithm
of choice for this project is the Tree-Based Network Optimizer(TORO) by Grisetti et
al[Grisetti et al., 2007b]. TORO uses gradient descent to smartly relax edges in a graph
and minimize the overall error. It does so by applying the well known technique of
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to each edge and then moving vertices accordingly,
in an attempt to reach a globally consistent minimal-error graph state.

The next important component of the particle implementation is the explicit loop
detection and closure. We implement a novel approach for very fast loop detection
through a ”delayed” quad tree - i.e a data structure that stores previous robot states
up to a dynamicly computed point in the past. The logic behind our algorithm and the
implementation of the ”delayed” quad tree are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and described
in more detail in Algorithm 3.

The main idea of this loop detection procedure is to avoid closing insignificantly
small loops, while accurately detecting when a place is re-visited. We use a quad tree
spatial index for storing the locations of the path points and then perform very fast
neighbour search. Once we have found a previous path node within the immediate
robot neighbourhood, we perform another check for loop validity. We take the current
robot scan and perform fast neighbour searches for each of the beam endpoints and for
a predefined number of points sampled along each LRF beam. In this manner, we avoid
closing the loop when there is an obstacle between the robot and it’s previous path
nodes, as depicted in figure 3.3.

After a loop has been correctly reported, the maps of the affected nodes are rendered
and the current scan is matched against that map. Our technique of delayed quad tree
insertion and especially the method for computing the affected nodes choose with high
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Algorithm 3 Fast Loop detection algorithm
1: pathLength← 0
2: lastNode← 0
3: thisNode← 0
4: prevNode← 0
5: initialize quad tree spatial index
6: while new nodes do
7: thisNode← get new node
8: pathLength← pathLength+ dist(thisNode, prevNode)
9: while pathLength > LOOP LENGTH THRESH do

10: lastNode← lastNode+ 1
11: insert lastInsertedNode
12: pathLength← pathLength− dist(lastNode, lastNode− 1)
13: end while
14: closestNeighbour ← neighbour search on spatial index and thisNode
15: if dist(closestNeighbour, thisNode) < LOOP CLOSE THRESH then
16: affectedNodes← all nodes in spatial index that are close to endpoints of the

current scan
17: if size(affectedNodes) > 0 then
18: report loop
19: end if
20: end if
21: prevNode← thisNode
22: end while

Figure 3.2: Loop detection procedure: a possible loop is detected and the affected nodes
are computed using the laser range finder data
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probability only the graph nodes that are being revisited by the robot. This ensures that
the most recent robot nodes are not being matched against, thus lowering the degree of
inconsistency in the map against which the scan matching is performed. Once a newly
scan-matched robot position is established, the last graph node is corrected and an edge
is inserted to the closest affected node. The graph then contains a loop and optimization
can be performed using TORO to distribute the error among all loop nodes.

3.3.4 Map Builder

The map representation used in this project is a modified PoseGraph map. Pose Graphs
are very similar to the internal data structure used in the Particle classes, with the addi-
tional information of sensor observations stored at each node. They have been recently
shown to outperform grid map representations in terms of storage space and bandwidth
requirements in the case of a multi-robot environment [Pfingsthorn et al., in press].
Moreover, PoseGraphs offer an easy interface for updating the entire robot path, with
a linear node lookup and update time.

3.4 Semantic Classification

The main goal and most important task in this thesis is the online creation of a seman-
tically annotated map. Our aim was to develop algorithms that render a vector map,
containing all the points of interest in an indoor environment - namely the location
of walls, rooms and objects on the map. The first algorithm designed works on top

Figure 3.3: Loop detection procedure: the range scan points are not sufficiently close to
any nodes and a loop is not reported
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of the PoseGraph map representation and extracts possible walls through probabilistic
classification techniques.

3.4.1 Vector Classification

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Line extraction from Laser Range Scans. Original scan on the left and
desired output on the right(lines marked in red)

In this section we make use of the initial assumption that the robot is mapping an
indoor, human-made environment. We observe that most such environments contain
walls, which are generally composed of straight lines. We next propose a method for
extracting those walls in a probabilistic, incremental fashion. Figure 3.4(a) shows a
robot moving through a corridor, with a single object obstructing part of the view.
The first step to classifying walls on the map is to extract the lines from the scan and
produce an output similar to Figure 3.4(b). The algorithm of choice for this initial line
extraction is the probabilistic Hough transform.

Hough transforms are a mathematical technique with a wide variety of applications,
mainly in the fields of computer vision and computational geometry. The transform
relies on the fact that a line y = ax + b can be parametrized and expressed as a point
(a, b). This duality between lines and points permits for a transformation from line to
point space and vice versa. As a corollary to this transformation, points that lie on the
same line will be transformed into intersecting lines. Thus, by grouping such intersection
points into buckets, best fit lines can be extracted from a set of points. The variation of
the algorithm used in this project parametrizes lines according to their incidence angle
θ and distance from the origin r in order to avoid the infinite slope problem for vertical
lines. Next, buckets are filled with data points and thresholded. Finally, a probabilistic
routine is used to extract line segments from all points in a bucket, such that points
that are far apart are not attributed to the same segment.

This algorithm is applied to all laser scans upon insertion in the PoseGraph map.
The laser scan points are then classified as belonging to segments or not, converted to
global coordinates using the node pose and inserted in an evidence quad grid. Using
log probability updates on close points, we gradually accumulate evidence and classify
all the map points as belonging to objects or walls. Thus, our algorithm can render
separate raster maps of the objects in the environment and the static contours.

The last milestone to completing the goal for this system module is the rendering of
vector maps of the walls. This is done in two steps - an initial rough Hough transform
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Algorithm 4 Segment Merging Algorithm
1: sort all segments according to incidence angle θ
2: iterate← true
3: while iterate do
4: for all segments in Segments do
5: create joinList and insert first segment
6: while joinable(joinList, nextSegment) do
7: joinList.add(nextSegment)
8: remove nextSegment from vectors
9: end while

10: newSegments.add(join(joinList))
11: end for
12: if segments were joined on this iteration then
13: iterate← true
14: Segments = newSegments
15: else
16: iterate← false
17: end if
18: end while

on the entire map and a finer filtering step. After performing the first step, we have
a lot of noisy segments that intersect or overlap with each other. Those segments are
merged as described in Algorithm 4. The joinable(Set, Seg) predicate tests if a segment
Seg can be joined with any of the segments in Set. This returns true if the slopes are
sufficiently similar and the distance between the segments is within a reasonable gap
threshold. The join(Set) routine on the other hand finds the best matching segment in
a set of joinable segments. This is currently implemented by a greedy heuristic that tries
to produce the longest possible segment within the bounding box of the other segments,
while keeping the maximum slope deviation to a minimum. Please refer to figure 3.5 for
an example run of the segment joining algorithm.

3.4.2 Room Detection

The next step in producing semantically annotated maps is grouping close-by wall seg-
ments into rooms. To perform this step, we first check which segments are close by,
and if necessary split some of them. That step is necessary in cases when a long cor-
ridor wall can be grouped as belonging to several rooms. Since we do not want that,
it is prudent to split the corridor segment at the points where room segments would
intersect it. This step is performed through a simple computational geometry algorithm
for finding the intersection points of line segments. As the number of segments to be
tested for intersection is relatively low (less then a hundred in mosst cases), a simple
constant time segment to segment intersection test was used and iterated through the
segment set. If the number of segments increases, a more robust algorithm based on the
sweep-line paradigm could be employed to decrease computational complexity. Next, we
insert all segment endpoints as vertexes in a graph and connect the ones that belong to
the same segment. We then perform nearest neighbour search on all endpoints and line
segments and insert edges in the graph if the endpoints are sufficiently close. We then
use a simple graph traversal algorithm to detect and report all loops, thus finding the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: An example run of the segment joining routine. Input many noisy segments
in 3.5(a) and output the joined segments in 3.5(b) (superimposed on raster map of
obstacles)
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connected components. After thresholding for area, the looping vertexes are inserted in
a polygonal data structure and labeled as rooms.

3.4.3 Door Detection

The door detection module was implemented as yet another virtual sensor on top of the
laser range finder. We made use of the observation that doors generally appear on the
current scan as clusters of beams that are longer then the surrounding beams. The full
algorithm for detecting a door is described in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Door detection from laser range finder data
1: prev ← laser[0]
2: for currentBeam← all beams do
3: if currentBeam− prev > doorDepth then
4: for newBeam← all subsequent beams do
5: if newBeam− prev > doorDepth then
6: angle+ +
7: else
8: last← newBeam
9: break

10: end if
11: end for
12: calculate width of opening using cosine theorem
13: if width > minDoor and width < maxDoor then
14: insert points from the line (prev, last) in vector evidence grid
15: end if
16: end if
17: prev ← currentBeam
18: end for

In the first step, the algorithm goest through all beams and checks if two consecutive
beams are apart enough - doors usually lead to other rooms or corridors and are not
interesting unless they are large enough to at least fit the robot (i.e wider than one
meter). Once two such beams are found (line 5) the algorithm keeps checking the
subsequent beams in order to isolate the cluster of beams that actually go through the
door. Having done that, the width of the door can be calculated using the well known
cosine theorem :

w =
√
prev2 + last2 − 2 ∗ prev ∗ last ∗ cosα

where w is the width of the opening, prev and last are the first and the last beams
around the door and α is the angle at which the door is ”seen” from the robot - i.e.
the width of the beam cluster. Thus, it is possible to ascertain that the width of the
opening is within the limits of interesting doors - wider than the robot, but narrower
than a corridor. If that is the case the points that lie on the line between the previous
beam point and the last beam point are sampled, inserted in the vector evidence grid
and later processed in a manner similar to the segment points. This algorithm can give
some false positives in cluttered environments (see figure 3.6 for an example detection),
but most of them are not consistently being found and get filtered out by the evidence
grid algorithm.
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Figure 3.6: An example scan - gray represents unexplored area, black - occupied, white
is free and red - the beams that were detected as leading through a door
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Chapter 4

Experimental Design

This section describes the design of experiments and metrics for testing the implemented
algorithms. Due to several advantages, the framework was tested using data from the
Unified System for Automation and Robot Simulation (USARSim) [USARsim, 2006].

4.1 USARSim

USARSim is a high fidelity, multi-purpose robot simulator built on top of the Unreal
Tournament[EpicGames, 2004] game engine. Some of the features of USARSim are a
commercial physics engine(Karma[Karma, ]) and a real-time, three-dimensional visuali-
sation engine. The fidelity of these components has been extensively validated in a series
of papers [Carpin et al., 2006c, Carpin et al., 2007, Carpin et al., 2006a, Carpin et al., 2006b]
and some work has already been done on validating the robot models. USARSim also
serves as the simulation engine for the RoboCup Virtual Robots Competition[VirtualRobots, ]
and has been used in a variety of application domains, such as Safety, Security and Res-
cue Robotics [Nevatia et al., 2006], soccer simulation [Zaratti et al., 2006], underwater
robotics[Carpin et al., 2007] and others.

One of the main design decisions of USARSim is the delegation of physics and
visualization simulation to a commercial game engine. Using Unreal Tournament and a
scripting language, USARSim builds all other components on top of an already accurate
three-dimensional environment. The main components of the simulation are sensor
and actuator models, robot classes and world models. USARSim provides interfaces to
extract sensor data from a number of time-of-flight based sensors, like the laser range
finder, the swiss ranger 3D sensor and sonars, as well as a number of position sensors
like odometry, inertial navigation sensors and GPS. A multitude of robot models are
also available, including the Rugbot robot, developed at Jacobs University. With easily
modifiable sensor configurations, a native TCP-based protocol for data acquisition and
actuator commands and an abundance of configurable test environments, USARSim is
a very robust robot simulation environment.

USARSim has already built up a solid user community and is on the way to becoming
a standard research tool. Thus, it was a natural first choice for a simulation environment.
A simulation provides us with several advantages over testing with real data. First
and foremost, reliable ground truth data is easily available, thus allowing for a high-
fidelity error measurement. Second, the environments are easily reconfigurable and
creating different scenarios is relatively easy. Simulations also require considerably lower
financial costs and offers virtually no risks of hardware malfunction. Finally, the use of
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standardized static meshes considerably simplifies the object recognition module of our
system, which is a welcome plus, since devising more robust image processing algorithms
is not the focus of this research.

4.2 Test Environment Design

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Snapshots from the test environment. Parking lot in 4.1(a), bedroom in
4.1(b), office room in 4.1(c) and a picture of the Rugbot robot exploring the environment
in 4.1(d)

For the purpose of testing the SLAM framework and semantic classification a new
test world was developed, based on the Reactor map for USARSim. Snapshots from
the test environment are shown in figures 4.1(a) through 4.1(c). Figure 4.1(d) shows a
model of the Rugbot robot exploring the test environment. The test arena developed
features an indoor office/residential environment and an underground parking lot. A
manually labeled ground-truth map of the arena is shown in figure 4.2. This annotated
map will later be used as a comparison metric for our system, as it exhibits all the
desired features of our algorithms(except vector representation).

4.3 Experimental Metrics

In order to asses the performance of the system, we need to asses the quality of both our
probabilistic and semantic maps. Unfortunately, judging map quality is still an open
research question, as there are many possible types of map errors. A nice feature of
our system is that both the ground truth and probabilistic maps can be geo-referenced
and then overlaid for visual inspection. Another benefit from using USARSim is that
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Figure 4.2: The ground truth of the map used in the experimental section. Objects have
been annotated by hand for comparison purposes only

the ground truth path of the robot is readily available and can be sampled at pre-
cisely the same intervals as the SLAM estimated path. Thus, in order to objectively
asses the map quality we will not compare the metric maps, but rather the robot state
estimate (x, y, theta) and the ground truth robot poses. We will also perform a com-
parison with the current mapping algorithms used by the Jacobs University Robotics
group in the Virtual Robots competition at RoboCup. This software is a multi-robot
extension and slight modification of the GMapping algorithm developed by Grisetti
et al[Grisetti et al., 2007c]. The GMapping software performs three degree of freedom
SLAM, using a Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter and a proposal distribution that facil-
itates a Scan Matching module. Thus, it is a truly hybrid SLAM implementation that
has been widely accepted as one of the state-of-the art mapping solutions.

In order to properly test the accuracy of our semantic classification module, we will
perform tests, assuming perfect robot localization. As the semantic module is decoupled
from the localization, tests should reflect the correctness of the labeling techniques
and not be affected by the error in localization. To test the wall labeling module,
we will visually asses the percentage of correctly classified points and compare it to
the percentage of false positives and false negatives. In a similar fashion, we will test
the image tagging and door detection modules by assessing the percentage of correctly
tagged objects and comparing it against the wrong ones. Finally, we will visually overlay
the obtained vector semantic map on the ground truth and try to rate it on metric and
skeleton quality, as well as utility for machine or human users.
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Chapter 5

Results

In the following section we present and discuss tthe results produced by our system on
recorded data sets from two indoor simulated environments. The data used consists of
noisy odometry estimated robot positions and corresponding laser range finder scans. A
common feature of all sets used is that the robot has been driven on at least one looping
trajectory, thus providing for testing of SLAM performance. In some data sets the
robot has entered and explored rooms, in order to demonstrate the semantic classifier
performance. We begin with the evaluation of the SLAM module and then concentrate
on the focal point of this thesis, namely the semantic augmentation module.

5.1 SLAM Performance

Several data sets were recorded and the implemented SLAM algorithm performance
was evaluated. Figures 5.1-5.4 show the maps produced by using different localization
methods.

Simple visual inspection and overlay of maps show that the map produced using the
ModSLAM algorithm is reasonably close to the ground truth map. A more in-depth
analysis shows that the map produced has satisfactory metric and skeleton quality -
i.e. map components are very close to their ground truth positions and also in a good
correspondence with each other. Thus, the map produced is both locally and globally
consistent, though a simple comparison with the GMapping map in figure 5.3 shows
that the localization precision can be somewhat improved.

However, we can also see that the map of this data set produced by using the odom-
etry estimated positions 5.4 is in fact better then both the ModSLAM and GMapping
map. This is due to the low margin of error that is officially used in the USARSim sim-
ulation. Fortunately, this parameter is easily adjustable and we have performed tests
with a greater odometry drift, which will be presented later on it this report. For a
more accurate evaluation of the precision of our SLAM algorithm, please refer to figures
5.5 through 5.7.

These figures were obtained by calculating the distance of each path point from
the corresponding ground truth position, while the algorithm was running. Thus, we
can clearly see the expected loop closing SLAM behaviour in both the GMapping and
ModSLAM error. It is to be noted though that the maximal error in the GMapping
path estimate reaches 50 cm, while that value for ModSLAM is 80 cm. Confirming
our observation from visually inspecting the maps, the error in odometry reaches a
maximum of a mere 25 cm. This would be acceptable if the robot moves for only a
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Figure 5.1: ModSLAM performance on data set from the Apartment map

Figure 5.2: Map created assuming perfect localization (Ground Truth)
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Figure 5.3: Map produced by GMapping on the same data set

Figure 5.4: Map produced using the odometry position estimate
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Figure 5.5: Error accumulated by ModSLAM

Figure 5.6: Error at each timestep of the GMapping software
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Figure 5.7: Error in the Odometry estimated position

short distance, but in our case we have a total path length of 85 meters. We should also
note an important observation about the test data used to produce this map. Please
observe that the robot path is relatively safely away from obstacles and that the robot
does not perform any turns while being close to obstacles. In fact, all rotations are
performed gradually, while still being realistically abrupt for a robot moving in an
unknown environment. The next data set however has numerous robot rotations in close
proximity to obstacles, which leads to serious issues for our scan matching algorithm.

Figure 5.8 shows a map rendered from another data set in the Apartment environ-
ment. It is quite obvious, through comparison with the ground truth map (figure 5.9)
that the map produced by our algorithm diverges. By following the robot path (shown
in red in figure 5.8) we observe that the map conforms to the ground truth until the
robot enters the second room and performs a turn, while close to an obstacle. Thus, we
have two locally consistent maps, but one of them is offset in rotation, due to a failure
of the scan matcher. This map has very bad metric quality, as the obstacles mapped
after the offset point are in very far from their ground truth positions. However, the
skeleton quality is decent, if we note that there is only a single point of deviation from
the expected skeleton map.

Similar errors have been reoccurring in other test runs performed and we have de-
termined that the problem is in the inability of the weighted scan matcher to accurately
estimate the transformation in such cases. Moreover, the covariance matrix produced
by such a match is in no way an indication that the result is uncertain. Thus, the scan
matcher fails and does not report this failure. In such cases even closing a loop at a later
point does not help, as loop relaxation is based solely on covariance estimates, which in
this case are flawed. This observation is also confirmed by the error plots in figures 5.10
through 5.12.
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Figure 5.8: ModSLAM performance on data set from the Apartment map

Figure 5.9: Map created assuming perfect localization (Ground Truth)
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Figure 5.10: Error accumulated by ModSLAM

Figure 5.11: Error at each timestep of the GMapping software
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Figure 5.12: Error in the Odometry estimated position

While Figures 5.11 and 5.12 exhibit a similar error as in the previous data set, it is
evident that the ModSLAM error in figure 5.10 diverges after path point 650.

For our final test of the accuracy of ModSLAM we substantially increased the error
in the simulated odometry sensor and recorded new data sets. Please note that the next
data set is similar to the first one in the aspect that the robot does not perform rotations
too close to obstacles. The resulting maps produced using ModSLAM, GMapping,
Odometry and ground truth are shown in figures 5.13 through 5.16

As figure 5.16 testifies, the increased error in odometry produces more realistic pure
odometry maps. We observe that the map produced by the ModSLAM algorithm is
comparable in quality with the ground truth and keeps the error in position estimate
bounded. The map produced by the GMapping algorithm is structurally very good, but
it is offset by an initial error in orientation. Thus, the GMapping output for this run has
better skeleton quality then the map produced by our algorithm, but exhibits greater
metric errors. Figures 5.17 through 5.19 show the error plots for each of the three map
building methods.

The error plots obtained show that the Odometry based error diverges, with a peak
value of about 7 meters, while the GMapping and ModSLAM based error is bounded
and peaks at about 3 and 1.8 meters respectively. This result shows that ModSLAM
in its current development status can perform very well, even with a very unreliable
odometry base. However, previous experiments have made apparent the need to change
the scan matching procedure to obtain not only better accuracy, but mostly a much
higher reliability and consistency. Some ideas on how to achieve better reliability of the
SLAM implementation are given in the future work section at the end of this thesis.
Please note however, that the SLAM part of this work is only the basis for the real
contribution and focus of this thesis - namely a robust, online semantic annotation of
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Figure 5.13: ModSLAM performance on data set from the Apartment map

Figure 5.14: Ground Truth map for a data set from the Apartment environment
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Figure 5.15: Map of the Apartment environment produced by the GMapping software

Figure 5.16: Odometry map of the Apartment environment
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Figure 5.17: Error accumulated by ModSLAM

Figure 5.18: Error at each timestep of the GMapping software
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Figure 5.19: Error in the Odometry estimated position

robot maps. The results for this part of the work are presented in the nesxt subsection.
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5.2 Semantic Classification Performance

For the purposes of this section, we performed tests using the ground truth localization.
Resulting semantic vector maps have been produced online and in real time. Figures
5.20 through 5.23 show the produced vector maps overlaid on the LRF-based ground
truth raster maps.

Figure 5.20: Semantic vector map on top of a data set in the Apartment environment

Wall segments detected are shown as green lines, rooms detected are shown as orange
polygons, while possible door locations are tagged as purple crosses. We observe that
the semantic annotation of walls is very accurate and rarely gives false positives. This
comes at the expense of walls only being added when they have been observed sufficiently
long, thus if there is little evidence of map points forming a straight line, false negatives
are likely to occur. Still, except for sometimes labeling cars in the Apartment map
parking lot, the wall extraction module performs reliably and in line with the desired
specifications.

In figure 5.20 we observe a very good result from the room detection module. As
expected, segments that form a loop have correctly been labeled as a room. The same
holds true for all three of the other test maps, under the condition that all walls of
the room have been correctly classified. We note in particular figure 5.23, as the data
obtained from that test has been overlaid on the ground truth map obtained from the
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Figure 5.21: Semantic vector map on top of a data set in the CompWorld environment
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Figure 5.22: Semantic vector map on top of a data set in the CompWorld environment
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USARSim world designer(4.2) and merged with the ground truth robot path to produce
figure 5.24. We want to note in particular that all the rooms that have been entered
and explored by the robot are correctly classified, while false positives are kept to a
minimum of two police cars and a segment of space in between rooms. The classification
of unknown space as rooms in this case is even more apparent if we consider figure 5.22.
This behavior arises due to the completely vector nature of our semantic maps and
should be avoided. A possible solution is to include a post-processing step that uses
the raster map to compute the percentage of explored space in a room and discard
unexplored rooms. This step has been left as future work as it is not an online approach
and thus does not fit with the spirit of this work.

Next, we asses the performance of the door detection and tagging module. Possi-
ble door locations are shown on the semantic maps with purple crosses. All four data
sets exhibit plausible door classification, with some narrow passages in corridors and
cluttered rooms also labeled. Thus, door classification also performs in line with expec-
tations, producing a lot of correct results and some false positives. The results from this
module can also be further optimized, by only allowing door points to occur in close
proximity to detected rooms. Points extracted in this way can later serve as anchor
points in producing a room-based topological map of the environment.

We have already noted that the semantic classification is performed online as new
data is inserted in the map. For a summary of runtimes on a system with a Pentium
Dual core processor (at 2GHz) and with 1GB of RAM, please reffer to Table 5.1. We
note that during runtime, the insertion of a laser scan in our semantic map produced an
average overhead of about 2 miliseconds per scan. The rendering of a vector map, with
wall and room detection of course varies in between different environments, as it depends
on the number of segments detected. Assuming the complexity of the environment is
determined by the number of nodes inserted in tthe map, we can compute the average
overhead for all semantic operations per node - about 3 miliseconds. Thus, the total

Figure 5.23: Semantic vector map on top of a data set in the Apartment environment
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Figure 5.24: Semantic classification of the Apartment map overlaid on ground truth
blueprints
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Operation Average Runtime
LRF insertion 2ms
Map Classification per node 2.7-3 ms
Classification Figure 5.20 81 ms
Classification Figure 5.21 161 ms
Classification Figure 5.22 116 ms
Classification Figure 5.23 125 ms

Table 5.1: Average Runtimes of semantic classification

overhead produced by semantic classification is about five miliseconds per robot path
node, which more then matches our real runtime constraint. The last four rows of the
table give the specific rendering ( without insertion ) computational costs for each of
the four data sets presented in this section.

Finally, we refer to Figure 5.24 and asses the overall semantic classification per-
formance. First, we note that this graphic has been produced solely using the inbuilt
geo-referencing of USARSim - i.e. there has been no manual correction or offsetting of
the semantic data. Instead, the image from the world builder has been placed at the
precise pseudo geo-referenced location that the world is in and the GeoTiff Viewer de-
veloped at Jacobs University was used to overlay the vector data on top of this ground
truth map. We note that the vector data overlaps almost perfectly with the ground
truth wall positions, thus we have very good metric quality. Of course, this is partly
due to the perfect localization of the robot, but we have to also note that there is still
noise on the LRF Sensor and that we are working with discrete raster data. Thus, the
conversion to vector segments is far from trivial and has been handled very amply by
our wall detection classifier. Next, note that the only room that the robot has fully
explored and classified all wall segments has been correctly labeled and grouped as a
room. There are still possible optimizations to the room detection module, but based
on this performance we can definitely conclude that it is on the right track and per-
forms in a rather stable fashion. Door points are also placed with high accuracy and in
about 90% of the cases indeed label doors. There is still some possible optimization in
this module, namely filtering out some false positives, still the module has performed
reasonably well. Discussing the usability of the data produced, we need to mention that
it is presented in a way that is immediately processible by both human and machine
users of the module. The vector representation ensures an easy rendering and clear pic-
tures of the environment that are less confusing to human operators then a raster grid
map. Assesing the benefits of such a representation for novice robot operators can be
an interesting topic for future work in the field of Human-Robot Interaction(HRI). The
benefits for a machine user are also still to be explored, but the compact representation
and the encoded contextual knowledge are two very strong points for the usability of
our system.
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Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Overall System Performance

The system developed for this project exhibits a scalable and robust architecture, real-
time performance and online semantic classification. Looking back at our design goals,
the only aspect that is not completely satisfactory is the reliability of the SLAM module.
We attribute this problem mainly on the failure of the scan matching module to produce
sufficiently correct results and more importantly to detect when the match is likely to
be flawed. Thus, in order to mend the localization module, a new scan matcher has to
be developed and integrated in the system. Some ideas about this issue are shared in
the next subsection.

The performance of the semantic classification module has shown to be robust and
reliable with a computationally low run time. Moreover, one of the biggest advantages of
our method is that all classification is done online and is readily available to any human
or artificial users of the system. Thus, information extracted can be displayed immedi-
ately on an operator screen, or used to augment the autonomy and cognitive abilities of
a robot. As shown through the results, the semantic information available is accurate
and rarely produces false positives. The walls and rooms extracted in this manner can
be further improved to produce topological maps of the environment in an incremen-
tal, probabilistic fashion, thus creating a hybrid, context-aware mapping system. The
compact vector representation ensures low memory demands and fast transfer between
layers of the robot architecture, as well as easy access to numerous computational ge-
ometry techniques. Finally, as the semantic module is completely decoupled from the
localization, any metric SLAM module can be used to provide for robot position. Thus,
the classification module has been also used on top of the GMapping software to produce
comparable results at the RoboCup Virtual Robots competition and is a mature and
stable semantic augmentation system.

6.2 Directions for Future Work

One of the very exciting directions for future work is the implementation of a segment-
based scan matching technique and employing it to our mapping module. Such a module
would use the same Hough Transform based technique to extracting lines as the one
employed in the wall classification module. Thus, it would be possible to match the set
of segments extracted directly to the semantic map. This would close the loop between
extracting lines, matching them to previous segments and then inserting them at the
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correct position in the map. Moreover, this technique would eliminate the problems
caused by matching against non-static objects or objects that have irregular shapes.
As our system builds a wall map online, this map can be immediately used for scan
matching and thus improve the overall accuracy and reliability of the system.

A possible improvement on our semantic module is the use of learning algorithms
to fine tune the parameters used in the data extraction algorithms. Most modules in
the system depend on configuration parameters, like minimum wall length, distance
between joinable segments, door depth and others. All these parameters have been
manually optimized to produce good results on a wide variety of test environments and
data sets. However, it should be relatively easy to provide the system with a ground-
truth hand labeled map and to let it learn the parameters through a reinforcement,
unsupervised learning algorithm. This could provide for an increase in the accuracy of
the whole system and for easier migration to radically different domains of operation.

Another obvious, yet intriguing direction for future work would be to extend this
technique to three dimensions. Thus, we would be dealing with wall planes and polygons,
instead of lines and segments. As the Hough Transform scales well to multi-dimensional
spaces very similar techniques can be employed. The ModSLAM framework is also used
in another project that aims to achieve 6DOF SLAM, thus it should be relatively easy to
integrate these new modules in the complete system. Producing accurate three dimen-
sional semantically annotated maps can be quite challenging, but using the ModSLAM
framework and the lessons learned from this work should provide for a good initial base
for such a project.
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